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Figure 1: Our proposed authoring model. It can be split up into three different phases: Input, Visualization Configuration, and Output.

ABSTRACT

Besides the ability to utilize visualizations, the process of creating
and authoring them is of equal importance. However, for visu-
alization environments beyond the desktop, like multi-display or
immersive analytics environments, this process is often decoupled
from the place where the visualization is actually used. This separa-
tion makes it hard for authors, developers, or users of such systems
to understand, what consequences different choices they made will
have for the created visualizations. We present an extended visual-
ization authoring model for Post-WIMP interfaces, which support
designers by a more seamless approach of developing and utilizing
visualizations. With it, our emphasis is on the iterative nature of
creating and configuring visualizations, the existence of multiple
views in the same system, and requirements for the data analysis
process.

Index Terms: Human-centered computing—Visualization;
Human-centered computing—Visualization—Visualization theory,
concepts and paradigms

1 INTRODUCTION

Information visualizations can be shown on traditional mediums
like paper or a desktop monitor, but also in more recent computing
environments beyond the desktop [10]. One example of those is
Augmented Reality (AR), which enables embedding virtual content
into real-world environments. However, before a visualization can
even be presented and thus consumed, explored, or analyzed, it
has to be created and configured in the first place, which is also
highly important for AR applications [1]. The example of Immer-
sive Analytics [7] shows that it is possible to visualize information
quite easily, yet, the construction of visualizations using the same
technology is rarely supported. In most cases, developers and re-
searchers have to create a visualization at their desktop before they
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can deploy it to a Post-WIMP environment like AR glasses. This
current situation is not only cumbersome, but also leads to an in-
creasing discrepancy between the configuration and presentation
process. Moreover, as demonstrated by the information visualization
pipeline [2] or the visualization construction cycle [5], the user is
an important part of the whole construction and authoring process.
Therefore, it is necessary to support the user in the Post-WIMP era
in creating visualizations by, e.g., overcoming the temporal, spatial,
and conceptual distance [4] of an authoring application, but also by
promoting the general flow [12] and the iterative nature [5] of the
creation process. In the following, we will present a new authoring
model, which builds upon already existing models and research, that
is devoted to bridging the gap between visualization authoring and
presentation, and is applicable not only as a guideline for immersive
and other Post-WIMP environments, but also for more common
visualization applications.

2 CONSTRUCTING AND AUTHORING OF VISUALIZATIONS

The creation of visualization is an integral part of the data analysis
process, and is often labeled as visualization authoring (e.g., [11]) or
construction (e.g., [4, 9]). There already exist models that describe
the configuration of visualizations, like the information visualization
pipeline of Card et al. [2, 3] or the visualization construction cycle
of Grammel et al. [5]. While in the former the user has the opportu-
nity to influence the creation at different stages, in the latter the user
themselves define when to move from one stage to another. However,
visualizations are not created completely individually or separately
and data analysis often includes several visualizations at the same
time (e.g., Multiple Coordinated Views). Therefore, the relation or
placement of multiple visualizations, but also their meanings with re-
gard to the construction of other visualizations are a necessary factor
in the general visualization authoring process. In the following, we
will first discuss possible user and usage perspectives of an authoring
process, before we present our own visualization authoring model
(see Fig. 1), which is inspired by prior work, but also considers a
fluid interaction [12] between different stages and the existence of
several visualizations at the same time.
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2.1 User and Usage Perspective
One crucial aspect for the authoring of visualizations is the under-
standing of who is going to create the visualization and for what
purposes. In particular, data analysis is inherently a collaborative ac-
tivity among various stakeholders with diverse backgrounds, which
can result in a collaborative analysis process, or only in a presenta-
tion of results and insights in form of visualizations. This leads to
the fact that not only data analysts, but also novice, savvy, or expert
users [9] with regard to information visualization have the desire to
configure, author, read, and understand visualizations. Further, it can
also be differentiated between the designers or developers and do-
main users [8, 13] of visualizations, which vary in the degree of data
understanding they have. In association with different types of users
the goal they want to achieve also changes. Therefore, it is possible
to differentiate between data presentation and data exploration [4],
or between the wish to produce or to consume visualizations [8]. In
general, an authoring model and application should have the goal
to enable those diverse usages and different user groups by either
supporting their already existing mental model or by helping them
developing a new one [4].

2.2 Visualization Authoring Model
At the core of our model (see Fig. 1) resides an altered version of
the visualization construction cycle (VCC) of Grammel et al. [5].
In there, users of an authoring tool can start by either selecting the
data attributes (DAS) to visualize or choosing the visualization type
they want to see (VTS). In the following visual mapping (VMS), the
user can define different aspects of a visualization, like the visual
encoding [8], the visual marks to use, the data binding, the scale,
axes, or legends, and the layout inside the visualization [11].

As a result of the previous operations, a visualization output (V)
is produced. The view of this output can then be further transformed
(VT) [2, 3] by different actions the user can take, like panning and
zooming, which in return reshapes the visualization output (V). How-
ever, the construction and authoring of a visualization is not only
unidirectional but should also allow a user to manipulate different
previously made configurations in the authoring pipeline. Therefore,
it should be possible to reconfigure (RC) different parts of the visu-
alization construction cycle (VCC). However, this reconfiguration
alters and therefore destroys the currently existing visual appearance
of the visualization. To be able to construct an alternative look of
this view (VA), it is possible to create a new visualization based
on the already existing one. Additionally, an existing visualization
can also be used as a basis for further aggregations, refinements, or
drill downs (DD), based on the data it displays or is selected [6]. In
general, both mentioned approaches use another visualization as a
template (TV), which then can be used to predefine different values
in the visualization construction cycle (VCC).

Lastly, as the data analysis process often involves multiple vi-
sualizations, it is also possible to not only create one, but several
visualizations at the same time. This makes it necessary to allow
for different layout management behaviours (LM) to structure the
presentation of arbitrary groups of visualizations and help with the
later sensemaking process. Those layout adaptations could include,
e.g., the position of visualizations or uniform axis between each
view.

Our authoring model can further be split up into three phases
focused on the input, the visualization configuration, and the output.
In Input, users can start from scratch by selecting the data (DAS) or
visualization type (VTS), or can use an already created visualization
in the environment which predefines several parameters (TV). This
follows the notion of Grammel et al. [4], which, in contrast to
Card et al.’s [2] information visualization pipeline, lists two types of
visual mapping approaches: data-driven and visualization-driven. In
Visualization Configuration, the user can specify the visual mapping
(VMS) of the data and visualization type. Further, they can change

already chosen values (RC) of an existing visualization, use the same
for the creation of a new visualization which alters visual or data
attributes (VA), or use the visualization as a drill down (DD) starting
point. In Output, the created visualization (V) can be transformed
(VT) by the user, or, in cases with more than one view, manage the
layout (LM) those visualizations are presented in.

3 CONCLUSION

In our work we presented an extended visualization authoring model.
With this we showed the high level of interconnection of a visu-
alization, the configuration process, and its input, which makes it
necessary to bring the three phases of the model as closely together
as possible for future authoring applications. Further, we believe that
this model can be applied to any visualization configuration system,
but is particularly important for novel beyond the desktop applica-
tions. To prove this, we already use our model in our current research
project which revolves around designing and implementing an AR
authoring system usable for immersive analytics environments.
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